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Chairman's Report

W e've had a great start
to our 2018 season
with a successful
Celebration Day in

April followed by two consecutive
open days in May. On behalf of the
board my thanks to Graham and
his team for all their efforts to
make the 22nd a momentous and
appropriate occasion for the
perseverance, hard work and
support for the Return to Steam
project. I have received many
letters of thanks for the day
notably from the Heritage Lottery
Fund. The board's thanks to all
the friends and volunteers who
turned up to help on all three days
and to prepare the site before
hand to make sure we were
showing TWT at its best. We are
also grateful to Southern Water
for helping to provide additional
parking.

We have had good luck with the
weather and spreading our first
open weekend across two days
proved to be a success. Overall
numbers were up but spread
across two days roughly two thirds
to one third. However, we do
recognise the toll on volunteers,
who lost two/three days of a
sunny public holiday weekend.
Thank you, we couldn't do it
without you!

The heritage bus timetable was
increased to a bus every fifteen
minutes which helped although

we hear a few of the early drivers
got a bit lost.

Our new two tier entry price
offering a higher priced gift aid
option proved to be very
successful, with a significant
number of visitors very happy to
sign up for the Gift Aid option.
The extra 25% generated from
HMRC will be a real benefit
offsetting the extra costs of being
back in steam.

A couple of minor problems with
the engine meant we ceased
steaming on both days a bit earlier
than expected to undertake
repairs, but this was announced to
late arriving visitors.

Whilst many of us were hoping for
a period of quiet consolidation for
a year, there is no such thing at
TWT. We are looking into further
funding and options to try to
assist with solutions for an
extended outside seating area.

I am sorry to raise data protection
again and the new GDPR
regulations which we wrote about
in the last magazine. We are still



awaiting written confirmation
f r o m t h e I n f o r m a t i o n
Commissioners Office about our
approach. The only area of
uncertainty is the occasional
emails we may send from time to
time about various matters
including help on open days. You
can opt out at any time by email,
our privacy notice is available on
the website and confirms we
never pass any personal details on
to third parties. As long as you
remain a friend and therefore, are
a member you will continue to
receive this magazine in
a c c o r d a n c e wi th your
membership agreement and

company notices.

Finally, just a reminder in case
you were expecting a notice with
this magazine about the agm. We
have now moved this to October
14th, to be confirmed with venue.
This will enable us to report not
just on the annual accounts for
2017/18 but also give a better
update for this year.

Best wishes and as usual any
thoughts or comments most
welcome please email or ring
mikesouthgate58@gmail.com or
01962 713537-

Mike Southgate

Training for volunteers

By the time you read this
the second of our half-day
'Welcome Host' training
sessions will have taken

place. These have been designed
specifically for all of our

volunteers who come into contact
with members of the public while
at the Waterworks whatever their
background and experience, to
enable us all to improve our
c u s t o m e r se rv ice and
communications skills. The final
session will be on Saturday 21st

July at the Waterworks at loam,
with tea/coffee and sandwiches
provided. We are hoping that
everyone involved, or thinking of
becoming involved, with our Open
Days will complete a session -
please contact Lesley if you would
like to take part.

Graham



Return to Steam

ur Heritage Lottery
Fund Project

^^^^ We're there! The great
Celebration Day on

22nd April marked the practical
completion of our project, and
what an event it was! The colossal
thunderstorms during the night
before caused a great deal of

concern, especially when the main
Waterworks building was struck
by lightning at 2am - but
for tunately the l ightning
conductors installed as part of the
building restoration did their job.
The day dawned fair, and it was
indeed a great occasion, with so
many friends and supporters
attending. Our own volunteers

and Friends were, of course,
present in force and it was also
good to welcome many from the
companies that have been
involved in the project, together
with representatives from other
heritage organisations, councils
and local people. Speeches were
made, and we were most grateful
for the kind words of support
from the two organisations that
have together made our return to
steam possible - Nick John
representing our landlords
Southern Water, and Helen
Jackson, representing the
Heritage Lottery Fund. Following
on from myself and Ray Caine, the
Deputy Mayor of Winchester Cllr
Frank Pearson then said just the



right words before cutting a ribbon
held across the Boiler House door
by Chris Hore of Selway Joyce,

who has managed a large part of
the administration of the project,
and Sarah Douglas of Red Kite
Environment, who designed and
installed all the wonderful
interpretation panels we have
around the site. At this point the
steam hooter on the Babcock
boiler was sounded - a wonderful
moment. We then all toasted the
success of the project and the
future of Twyford Waterworks
Trust with a very small cup of
specially bottled Red Cat 'RTS'
beer, before enjoying an excellent
buffet provided by our own superb
catering team. I think we can

safely say that a good time was had
by all. What better way to
celebrate everything than to share
the day together!

This leaves me, as the Project
Director, to thank everyone for all
that has been done. We've
definitely had some highs and
lows, with just a few challenges,
during the project and together
we've emerged victorious - a job
well done. There are so many who
have been involved it would not be
right to mention names, but I'd
especially like to highlight those
who have given the Trust, and
continue to give, countless hours
and free use their expertise, in so
many ways, to make it all happen.

Richard Broadway and I now have
to balance the project books, and
with Jason Lowe we'll be shortly
submitting the final reports to



HLF and the project will be
closed, enabling me to hang up my
Project Director hat for the last
time.

Since the Celebration Day there
have been four Open Days, with
the engine and boiler in operation
and everything available for our
visitors to enjoy. The project may
be ending, but for the Trust this is
the start of a new beginning, and
new volunteers are especially

welcome at the moment to help
ensure that everything goes
smoothly.

I look forward to seeing you all at
the Open Days, where I'm most
likely to be found now on or near
the narrow gauge railway.

Graham

HLF Project Director

feldwick(5) globalnet. co. uk
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eputy Mayor of and Lesley Feldwick after
Winchester Cllr Frank dedicating a new seat in memory
Pearson and Cllr Sue of Dr Edwin Course, who was
Cook relax with (from L responsible for originally

Trust volunteers Terry preserving the Waterworks.
Forder-Stent, Graham Feldwick



Wildlife Report

t was six years ago when we
installed the Wildlife Pond at
the top of the Wildlife area.

The project was given the go
ahead by the Board, subject to
adequate funding - finance was
not available at the time and it
looked as though the pond would
not be built. We were then very
fortunate to receive a generous
donation, which was made to
cover the cost of the materials for
the new pond.

A digger was employed to
excavate the hole, twenty metres

by fifteen metres, which was
shaped to give a deep centre, an
island and gentle slopes on the
edges. Sand was imported to give
a smooth base to the pond, then
covered with protective fleece, a
rubber liner, another layer of
fleece and finally loomm of heavy
loam. It was all heavy uphill work
to get all the materials to the site,
the worst part was moving the one
tonne rubber liner from the
Waterworks Entrance to the pond
site. This entailed finding the
centre of the liner, marking it and
then folding the liner into the
middle which ended as a one
metre cube. We loaded it onto the
Navy Trailer and took it up
Monarchs Way, through the top
gate and up to the pond site. The
Tractor mower did very well in
pulling the trailer but needed the
assistance of eight of our
Volunteers, plus a winch for the
last slope to get it to a position for
unloading. It was rolled off the
trailer and into the middle of the
pond where it was unfolded.
Fortunately it was in exactly the
right position and didn't need any
re-positioning, much to the relief
of all concerned!.

The edges of the liner were
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trimmed, rolled and buried and
the soil edges reinstated. Rain was
not imminent so the opportunity
was taken to build the viewing
platform. With only isomm of
water in the pond it then
fortunately rained and filled the
pond, which it has done, more or
less, ever since, helped on with
water from the Hide roof.

The 'Island' was cut out of the
liner and the edges buried. Very
few edge and water plants were
planted but it wasn't long before
many other plants arrived by
natural processes, together with
lots of pond life.

Six years on and some of the water

plants are having to be removed or
reduced before they completely
take over.

The pond has been a great
success; lots of birds drink from it,
we have frogs, tadpoles, newts,
water beetles, water boatmen,
pond skaters etc. and we have
many dragon flies that visit,

I amongst which are the Southern
Hawkers, Broad Bodied Chasers
and a myriad of Damsel flies.

The following year, [five years
ago], we planned to build a hide to
overlook the Pond as a viewing
point and to be used as a meeting
place for children's gatherings, for
interpretation of the Waterworks
site and story telling. We were
fortunate to be supported
financially for the provision of the
hide by a grant from the Heritage
Lottery Fund, Winchester City
Council 'Active Community
Project Grant', and Twyford
Parish Council.

The timber was delivered for the
Hide and the Wednesday
Conservation Group Volunteers
spent two days constructing it.
Our own volunteers finished off
the window, hatches, door, the
roof covering etc.



The Hide has been very successful
and popular with visitors on our
Open Days, and the pond/hide
have been described by our
visitors on more than one
occasion as a 'hidden gem'. We
have added a small solar panel on
the roof which allows a little light
in the Hide on dull days.

There are now several seats out
on the site which have been
renovated by our volunteers. The
latest one is in memory of Dr

Edwin Course and is installed on
the corner of the Lime Kilns, see
separate picture and caption
article.

The Wildlife team now number
ten volunteers who maintain the
Wildlife areas and carry out
surveys including the recording of
birds, bird nesting boxes usage
and ringing, butterfly counts, bees
counts and wild plants surveys.

Terry

Nestboxes at the Waterworks

A
ctivity in the Twyford
Waterworks nestboxes
is now being officially
recorded!

You may have noticed some new
"woodcrete" nestboxes have
appeared around the Waterworks
- made from a mix of concrete
and wood shavings they make a
long-lasting as well as very secure,
woodpecker-proof box that not
only make it easier for humans to
check, but tit species take to
readily. Several of the old boxes
have been replaced and over time
we aim to replace all of the older

wooden boxes that have screw-

down lids' With human
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it is possible to monitor the In total there were three
progress of a nest by a quick check successful Great Tit nests plus this
at key points: from nest building late one and no failed nests, so a
stage through egg laying, good year for Great Tits. The Blue
incubation, chick hatching and Tits did not fare so well: a failed
rearing and finally fledging. All of nest in a wooden box near the
this data is then added to a gate contained 5 dead chicks
national ongoing 'census' as part which likely perished due to the
of the British Trust for heavy rain in late May, plus a
Ornithology Nest Records woodcrete box near the pond had
Scheme. In this way the local 5 chicks die while the remaining
birds at the Waterworks are three fledged. This often happens
contributing to the national shortly after periods of heavy rain
picture of how birds are faring. when caterpillars get washed off

XT . j .1 . the leaves of trees making itNest recorders across the country °
, 1 . , , 0 , , " difficult for parents to find theirreported that 2018 had a *
u 11 t . , M , food source for chicks. Recordingsomewhat later start than normal °

•i i j , 41 i j both the successes as well aspossibly due to the cold snowy
„ j . i c - r\ \s is an important part of thespell during early Spring. Our first L
. .., , . -. .v - Nest Records Scheme,nest with chicks this year was a

wooden box on the side of the With the outcome of one more
Bird Hide from which 7 Great Tits box to check, the Blue and Great
fledged, closely followed by a Tits have finished with nesting for
woodcrete box on a pine close to the year, and the fledglings can
the Diesel House from which 7 now be heard insistently calling,
Blue Tits fledged. Great Tits are pestering their parents for food up
normally a week or two ahead of in the treetops. We will continue
Blue Tits, but at the Waterworks to monitor the large boxes
this year they played by their own especially for the presence of
rules, with some Great Tits taking Stock Doves who are happy to
their time - the biggest brood of 9 breed almost the whole year
Great Tits in a box near the Lime round.
Kilns are still yet to fledge in early T . , . , „ .,

J " J Liz and Andy Scott
June.
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Friend of Twyford Waterworks you - without you we would not

W
.u have been able to make oure are now in the .. . ,.

h ' ht f th O commitment to HLF tor our
„ ° P , financial contributions to theDay season, and
what a time we're

having! The chimney gently Friends are people who are there
smoking, the steam drifting over in the background with support
the rooftops, the boiler working and words of encouragement
away, the engine turning and the when the going gets tough. Thank
Steam Team - boiler and engine you for being there - without you
crews - working in harmony... the the task would have seemed
sights, the sounds and the smells impossible at times.
we all dreamed of are now a TA7 , j ,,. We also need to pause to

a '̂ remember those who worked so
This is such a wonderful hard in the past. Who had vision
achievement, and I make no and tenacity but are not here to
apology for repeating here what I see this project completed, and in
said at our Celebration Day in whose shoes we now stand. We
April: 'Thank you to every Friend thank them because without them
of Twyford Waterworks. You are there would be no Twyford
all Friends in the true sense of the Waterworks Trust.
word. Friends are people who turn c ., n , . ,, , . Mi i ^0 thanks go to every single

i . , - 4 - 4 . 4 . 1 Friend, past and present, becausevolunteers who commit to tasks -4.1 f ^- i j-, j ., j ., without you none ot this wouldevery week and month, and those , , J .U1 ,~ . j , 1 . 4 i have been possible.Friends who come along to clean
and tidy before an Open Day (and If you haven't been able to see the
what a difference you all made engine and boiler in action yet, I
through the Make a Difference do hope you will be able to get to
Day on 15th April!) Thank you, the Waterworks this year. You can
without you the site just wouldn't also see the action on the Twyford
be fit for our visitors. Waterworks website and Facebook

Friends are people who aren't
afraid to put their hands in their We were very sorry to hear that
pocket and support what they Patricia Dowland passed away
really care about. Every Friend recently. She came to Open Days
makes an annual or monthly regularly with her family and we
subscription and many of you will miss her visits. Our
make additional donations. Thank condolences are with Tony and all
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her family.

Finally a very warm welcome to
new Friends who have joined
since the last Newsletter:

Anna Bispham and Daniel Lawes,
Clare Dowland, Paul and Barbara

Fairbrother, Andy Fish, Judy
Legg, Roger Pleasant, John
Reeves, and John & Louise
Tiratsoo.

Lesley
friends@twyfordwaterworks.co.uk

Make a Difference Day 15*
April 2018

Thank you to everyone who
came along to our Make a
Difference Day on the 15*
April to prepare the site for

the Celebration Day. After a long
cold winter, and all the works

which have taken place in the
buildings, we swept, mopped,
scrubbed, polished, painted and
generally gave the site probably
the best Spring Clean it's ever had!
What a difference it made.

Lesley
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Keep in touch with the
Friends' Web Page

Y ou don't need an email
address for this, just
access to the internet,
either at home or at your

local library etc. Search for the
TWT website

fwww. twyfordwaterworks.co.uk)
or type Twyford Waterworks into
Google. Click on the Friends 'tab'

near the top of the page, and look
for the 'Already a Friend?' button.
The password changes with each
newsletter. The current password
is Steaming2Oi8 but this will
change on 6th August 2018 to
Hazeley2Oi8 (that's a capital H,
and 2018 are all numbers). Here
you'll find back copies of 'The
Works' and up to date news about
what's happening in every area of
the Waterworks.

II



Railway Update wield the paintbrush again on the
Since the last newsletter we have next wagon to pass through the
been finishing off the myriad of restoration process.
small jobs and getting the
locomotives and rolling stock
ready for the new season. While
not particularly glamorous and
quite time consuming it is
i m p o r t a n t t ha t r e g u l a r ^j
maintenance is undertaken to
help ensure a trouble free
operation. Now that the June '
open day has passed we will be PH
looking to replace some life
expired sleepers on the incline and i_

Matthew

SARSEN
PRESS

Sarsen Press is an independent printing
company that has been operating in
Winchester for more than 30 years.

We provide a helpful personal service
to individuals, businesses, charities
and voluntary groups. We have high

standards and offer good value for money. We work with you to ensure that we
produce exactly what you want.

Whenever possible we use Forestry Stewardship Certified and recycled paper.

You can supply your work to us by email or other computer media. Some jobs
can be printed directly from your hard copy. Our graphic designers can also
work with your copy to design and typeset your work.

We also do photocopying, guillotining, stapling, padding, collating, booklet
making, wiro binding, plastic comb binding, perfect binding (paperback
books), book production, numbering, scoring, perforating, drilling and mailing.

Sarsen Press, 22 Hyde Street, Winchester SO23 7OR
info@sarsenpress.com • www.sarsenpress.com • 01962 854281
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TWYFORD
WATERWORKS

Come and discover the story of water extraction.
softening and supply over the last 100 years at this
Scheduled Ancient Monument located close to
Winchester in the heart of the Hampshire
countryside.
We are open and in steam on the following days in
2018:

. 6th & 7th May

. 3rd June

. 1st July

. 5th August

. 2nd September
, 7th October

Supported by

The National Lottery


